Steve Molino,
Harris Bank, Barrington, Illinois

·Exchange critical

information via phone.

·Are required by law to

“Versadial has become an important part of
our sales training program. We now use
recorded sales presentations as part of a
weekly contest among our salespeople.”

record telephone or
radio communications.

·Need to record and

Rod Seely,
Veris Industries, Portland, Oregon

monitor call center
communications for
liability and quality
control

·Want a reliable,

“ Absolutely
satisfied. Works
great, and at
a great price:
Inexpensive to
get started,
upgradeable,
simple to use.”

low-cost telephone
and voice recording
solution

Simple to Build
At a fraction of the cost
of competing voice
recording systems. We
use only non-proprietary,
turn-key components
that are easily found in
most parts of the world.

Gary B Ellington,
Atlantic Protective
Services, Inc.,
Virginia Beach, VA

Simple to Build
Simple to Administer
Simple to Maintain

“Very stable. We
would recommend
VSLogger to other
businesses.”
Andy McDougall,
Rutherford Controls
Int'l

“We are very happy
with the product.
Works great.”
Paul Di Benedetto,
Millennium Data
Systems,
Ontario, Canada

“ I would highly recommend the product to
anyone, especially law enforcement
agencies. I have found it has more features
that we are using in public safety than any
other product I have reviewed.”
Delaine Stacy,
Mississippi Highway Patrol, Jackson, MS

Telephone and Voice Recording Systems
from Versadial Solutions®

“Overall
extremely
satisfied
with both
the value
and
performance
of VSLogger.”
Rex Surber, Jr,
Foreline
Security, Inc.,
Tampa, FL

Simple to Administer
The familiar operations of
the Microsoft Windows
environment means that
most of your staff will be
up and running after
the first full day of use.
Simple to Maintain
Easily maintained with
off-the-shelf components and
parts. Never be left high and
dry with expensive esoteric
equipment again.
Low cost
While our software is packed
with powerful features that
you expect from a heavyduty, high-demand system,
it is competitively priced
and features unlimited
remote access — no extra
licensing fees.

Voice Recording
Solutions...

You need Versadial
Solutions® if you…

“We would recommend VSLogger to any
of your prospective customers.”

Recording
Solutions
that grow
with your
business.

Versadial...

Versadial Solutions® have been applied in
heavy-duty, high-demand environments for
nearly 10 years where reliability and low-cost
maintenance is a priority. Voice recording
system integrators, government agencies, and
privately operated call centers throughout the
United States and Europe rely on our fieldproven services and products. Our flagship
software, VSLogger, is in its 5th generation
of development with
high-end functionality,
greater usability, and
enhanced stability
running under Microsoft
Windows 2000 Pro
and XP Pro.
Whether you want
to build it yourself
or have us assemble
a large-scale system,
our voice recording
solutions cost a
fraction of our competitors because we use
only non-proprietary,
turn-key components that are easy to maintain
and inexpensive to replace.

Recording Solutions that Grow
With your Business

For customer service,
quality control, law
enforcement or
security agencies,
government agencies,
and public utilities —
even single-person
operations will enjoy
the simplicity and
low cost of Versadial
Solutions®.

Just because simplicity is the basic tenet of our
business doesn't mean that our solutions are
simple. We offer solutions that will easily grow
with your business while maintaining powerful
functionality and features. Versadial simplicity will
also help you easily meet the demands of change
as your operation grows and expectations
increase. You can scale-up and expand your voice
recording operation easily and quickly. Remote
versions of VSLogger will run on legacy versions
of Microsoft Windows (95/98). Simplicity also
means that your Versadial Solution will be around
and in operation for a very long time.
From a custom large-scale multi-channel digital
turnkey system to an affordable do-it-yourself kit,
Versadial Solutions® are solutions that grow with
your business.
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For more information or quotation, call our
sales office toll free at (888) PC-DIAL2, or for
more convenient service, go to our website at
www.versadial.com and fill out our online "info
request" form.

A Proven Solutions Provider...

Versadial Solutions®

